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Praise for The Covenant Books
“Whereas Deity unleashed a pivotal point in this saga, Apollyon sets up the scene for
what I’m sure will be one hell of an epic conclusion. This series has yet to disappoint
me. Why do we have to wait until the end of the year to see how it all ends?! I would
seriously sell my left kidney to read Sentinel RIGHT NOW!” —Deity Island
“My TOP BOOK OF 2012. This is the best Covenant book so far.” (Deity)
—The Book Goddess
“5 stars: a must read. I’ve never had a book I felt more like giving more than 5 stars to
than this book!… The ending will absolutely shake you to your core!”
—Valerie, Stuck in Books
“Deity will leave you breathless, aching for a clue about what is next for Alex, for
Aiden, for Seth—and for the fragile world that rests upon their shoulders.”
—YA Sisterhood
“A great blend of action, drama, and romance… Deity was just simply amazing from
beginning to end.”
—The Reading Geek
“Deity ramps up the action, suspense, and romance without ever losing a step, and it
makes me crave the sequel like I need it to breathe.”
—Sydnee Thompson, Dreams in Tandem
“5 out of 5 stars: This book was all sorts of amazing and I am still in shock… Deity is
a perfect addition to this series that had me on the edge of my seat from the first to the
very last page.”
—Sharon, Obsession with Books
“It’s no secret that Jennifer L. Armentrout is one of my very favorite authors but
seriously, if you haven’t picked up this series yet, go out and get it! You will be caught
up in the story and you will not regret it!”
—Book Loving Mommy
“I just can’t express how much I love this book… addictive prose, lovable characters,
and jaw-dropping twists in the insane plot. I am positively dying for Apollyon.”
—Sophia, The Book Basement
“Oh. My. Gods. There are no words to explain just how phenomenal this book is.” —
Kayleigh, K-Books
‘Without a doubt the best book I have read in 2012. That is saying something since
Pure was released earlier this year.”
—Cassandra’s Reviews
“I want more! Need more! CRAVE MORE! The series demands it! I thought Pure was
the epitome of AWESOME! Yes that indeed it was, but this book! This book goes
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right up there with it!”
—BookLove 101
“Deity… has all the romance anyone could ask for, plus a whole lot of action and
suspenseful drama as well.”
—Laura, The Revolving Bookcase
“5 of 5 stars: I’ve never read a book that screwed with my emotions as much… Deity
made me want to throw my book across the room numerous times, and to me, that just
shows how great Armentrout is at her craft. Because when a reader is that invested in
characters from a book, the author has clearly done something right.”
—Nicole Sobon
“Aiden has stepped up his GAME this time around! I LOVE HIM! I WANT TO
MARRY HIM! HAVE SENTINEL BABIES WITH HIM!”
—Alice Belikov
“Overall Awesomeness? Freaking 10/10! Deity has got to be Jennifer’s best book so
far and that’s saying a lot, since pretty much everything written by Jen is amazing.”
—Kindle and Me
“Every time I read a Jennifer L. Armentrout novel, I always become so absorbed and
invested in the story. I feel like with each new book her stories keep getting more and
more awesome and exciting!”
—Collections
“Deity is action-packed and full of romance. This emotional roller coaster will have
fans begging for the next installment!”
—Amber, Fall Into Books
“If you’re a crier you will cry! I bawled in a few places but the crying is so worth it!
This story absolutely rocks and the ending?!?!? …you will be dying to get your hands
on Elixir like I am!”
—Jaime, Two Chicks On Books
“Deity is an AMAZING book. It has a lot of twists in it that you will love. I read in
one day and still can’t get over it. I loved it from the beginning to the end.” —
Savanna, Sucked into Books
“I read this book in one sitting. I wanted to take it slow and enjoy it like a fine wine,
but Jennifer just dragged me in and I ended up slamming this book back like a lush!”
—AwesomeSauce Book Club
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USA Books News BEST BOOKS 2011 Finalist (Half-Blood)
“The Covenant series just keeps getting better and better! Deity is my favorite so far!
—The Readers Den
“Deity ramps up the action, suspense, and romance without ever losing a step, and it
makes me crave the sequel like I need it to breathe.”
—Quill Café
“5/5: Deity was an A-M-A-Z-I-N-G read from beginning to start.”
—Amanda, Stuck In YA Books
“Deity…Oh my god….It’s officially my favourite read of 2012!”
—Book Passion for Life
“Deity was insanely thrilling right to the core. The twists hit me like a hurricane when
I wasn’t expecting it.”
—Coffee, Books, and Me
“5/5: Deity was one of the most intense books I’ve read! A real rollercoaster of
emotions… I gave 5 stars to books 1 and 2 but if I could I would give Deity a 10 +
stars!”
—Steffy, Book Reader Addicts
“Every page leaves me feeling the WOW factor!… This is one of my most favorite
series!”
—Mindy, Books Complete Me
“Undeniably Epic! Pure Awesomesauce!”
—Tina Gagnier
“HOLY FREAKING COW! That’s what I said upon finishing Jennifer Armentrout’s
Deityl It was one heck of a thrill ride! Jennifer never ceases to amaze me with what
she can do with this series!”
—Jessica, A Great Read
“I’ve found my new favourite series.”
—Safari Poet
“If I could describe this book in one word it would be: AMAZING!”
—Catching Books
“Perfect for fans of both Greek mythology and romance, Deity will enrapture the
reader with its world building, romance, and to-die-for characters. This series is utterly
captivating, and I cannot wait for more!”
—Tiffany, About To Read
“Paced with precision, the story unfolds gradually to the perfect end, filled with
unanswered questions and a desperate longing.”
—Writing Jewels
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National Indie Excellence Awards 2012 Finalist (Half-Blood)
“The book leaves you on the edge of your seat and crying because the book is over. I
CAN’T WAIT FOR THE NEXT BOOK!”
—Cora, Stuck in Books
“Deity took me on one exhilarating roller-coaster of a ride, leaving me in emotional
turmoil by the end. In short, I cherished every minute of it.”
—Sam, Realm of Fiction
‘WOW, JUST WOW! …I just can’t get enough of this series, the storyline, the
characters and the dialogue just has me in stitches from constantly laughing… I cannot
praise this book, series or author enough! I give this a huge 5/5.”
—Head Stuck in a Book
“This is one debut that will rock you off your toes!”
—Books Over Boys
“Jennifer Armentrout has delivered an action-packed book full of twists, romance, and
paranormal powers and a great unique Greek Mythology.”
—Mundie Moms
“I was completely blown away and left utterly speechless.”
—Amy G, The YA Sisterhood
“Half-Blood is a book that will sink its teeth into you and won’t let go.”
—[Fict]shun
“Intense, dramatic, and downright un-put-down-able.”
—365 Days of Reading
“This book is perfect! A total MUST READ!!”
—Darkest Sins
“A wonderful new YA series that no one should miss reading.”
—Books to Brighten Your Mood
“This is a book you will finish, and weeks later still be mind blown about, just trying
to think of the words to use for how much you loved it.”
—Ya-Aholic
“Completely entertaining and utterly compelling, Half-Blood has definitely earned its
place high up on my favourites list!”
—Mimi Valentine
“Amazing doesn’t even do this book justice.”
—The Magic Attic
“It’s literally impossible to put Half-Blood down until totally devoured….and then you
are licking your lips for more.”
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—Novels on the Run
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To my friends who help me keep sane
while I’m playing in imaginary worlds.

About Elixir
Apollyon takes place after the events in Elixir, which tells the story from Aiden’s point
of view. Apollyon returns to Alex’s point of view, and it will make sense from her
perspective, but if you’d like to know what happened between Deity and Apollyon,
Elixir is available as a free download from the Spencer Hill Press website. It can also
be purchased as an e-book and in a trade paperback edition.
http://www.site.spencerhillpress.com/Elixir.html
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Pronunciation Guide for Apollyon
Aether:
EE-ther
Agapi:
ah-GAH-pee
Akasha:
ah-KAH-sha
Apollyon:
ah-POL-ee-on
απόλυτη εξουσία: ah-POL-ee-tee EX-shoo-shee-ya
αήττητο:
EYE-tee-toe
Chlamys:
KLIM-is
Daimon:
DEE-mun
Eíste pánta mou: EAST-ah PAN-da moo
Hematoi:
HEM-a-toy
Iσχύς:
ISH-heez
Θάϱϱος:
THA-roesh
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CHAPTER 1

MY BLOOD ITCHED FOR A FIGHT. MUSCLES SCREAMED to engage. My
thoughts were covered in a heady, amber haze of power. I was the Apollyon. I wielded
control over the four elements, and the fifth and the most powerful—akasha. I fueled
the God Killer. I was his power-up—the ace up his sleeve. I was the beginning and he
was the end. And together, we were everything.
Yet, all I could do was pace back and forth. Caged and made helpless by the
markings etched in the cement above me and by bars crafted by a god.
“Alex.”
Of course, I wasn’t alone. Oh no. My own personal hell was a party for two. Well,
it was really a threesome… foursome of sorts. Sounded more fun than it was. Voices…
there were so many voices in my head.
“Do you remember?”
I tipped my head to the right, feeling the muscles stretch and the bones crack. Then
I repeated the movements to the left, my fingers moving—pinky, middle, pointer…
over and over.
“Alex, I know you can hear me.”
I looked over my shoulder, my lip curling at what I saw. Boy, did I have a T-Rexsized bone to pick with that pure-blood. Aiden St. Delphi stood on the other side of the
bars. There, he was an immovable force. But without the protections from Hephaestus
or Apollo between us, he would become an inconsequential nothing.
No. No. No.
My hand flew to the crystal rose on its own accord, feeling the smooth and delicate
edges. He was everything.
Sharp pain sliced between my temples, and I snarled. Sending him a hateful look, I
faced the bare cement wall. “You should have kept me on the Elixir.”
“I should have never put you on the Elixir,” he countered. “That wasn’t the way to
get to you.”
I laughed coldly. “Oh, you got to me all right.”
There was a pause. “I know you’re still in there, Alex. Underneath that connection,
you are still you. The woman I love.”
I opened my mouth, but there were no words—only memories of standing by the
stream and telling Aiden I loved him, and then an endless stream of thoughts and
actions centering on him. Months, if not years, of them cycling over and over again
until I couldn’t distinguish between the past, present, and what was to become of my
future.
As if sensing where my thoughts had gone, he said, “A few days ago you said you
loved me.”
“And a few days ago I was high as a kite and hiding in closets, thanks to you.” I
whirled around, just in time to see him flinch. Good. “You put me on the Elixir.”
Aiden sucked in a sharp breath, but didn’t look away in shame or guilt. He met and
held my gaze, locked onto eyes I knew he loathed with every fiber of his being. “I
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did.”
I took a deep, heavy breath. “I will get out of here eventually, Aiden. And I will
kill you. Slowly.”
“And you’ll murder everyone I care for. I know. We’ve been here before.” He
leaned against the bars. There wasn’t a hint of stubble on his smooth face this time
around. He was in his Sentinel uniform—all black. But there were dark shadows under
those striking eyes of his.
“I know you won’t hurt me if you get out,” he continued. “I believe in that.”
“Sad.”
“What is?”
“That someone as good-looking as you is so incredibly stupid.” I smiled as his
eyes narrowed. The moment they flashed silver, I knew I’d hit a nerve. That made me
all warm and fuzzy for about three seconds, and then I realized I was still in a freaking
cage. Pissing Aiden off helped pass the time, but it didn’t change anything.
There were better things I could be doing.
I just needed to wait and bide my time. The low-level static was in my head.
Constant. All I needed to do was tap into it, but the moment Aiden even thought I was
doing that, he started talking.
Going to the mattress on the floor, I sat down and tucked my knees under my chin.
I watched Aiden watch me. And I tried to keep the voice that popped up whenever he
was around quiet. I didn’t like or understand that voice.
Aiden ran a hand through his hair, and then pushed back from the bars. “Do you
know what’s happening out there, right now?”
I shrugged. Was I supposed to care? All I cared about was getting out of here and
connecting with my Seth. Then, if my father was still enslaved in the Catskills, we
would free him. My Seth had promised me.
“Do you remember what Poseidon did to Deity Island?”
How in the hell was I supposed to forget that? Poseidon had wiped out the
Covenant there.
“Well, it’s going to get worse, Alex. Half of the Olympian Twelve want to make
war on Seth and Lucian,” he continued. “And I’m sure he knows that. Maybe that’s
what he wants, but is that what you want? Do you know how many innocent lives will
be lost—have been lost? Both mortal and half? Is that something you can live with?”
I really wasn’t living right now, considering I was in a cage.
“Because I know deep down you couldn’t live with yourself, knowing you helped
cause the death of thousands, if not millions—especially those halfs. You were
questioning becoming a Sentinel because of how they were being treated. If Seth goes
through with this, they will die.” The conviction in his voice was annoying. So was the
passion that fueled the words. “Caleb—do you remember how you felt after Caleb—”
“Don’t talk about him!”
His dark brows shot up. Shock splashed across his face and then he darted toward
those damn bars, grasping them. “Yes, Caleb, Alex! Do you remember how you felt
when he died? How you blamed yourself?”
“Shut up, Aiden.”
“Do you remember being so torn up that you stayed in bed for five days? Your
heart was broken when you lost him. Do you think he’d want to see you do this to
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yourself? His death was a wrong place at the wrong time thing, but this? There will be
thousands of Calebs, but they will be your fault.”
I pressed my head against my knees and clamped my hands over my ears. But that
did nothing to stop the rising tide of emotion beating at me or the ache in my temples
that was quickly turning into a sharp, stabbing pain.
And it didn’t stop him. “What about your mother, Alex?”
“Shut up!” I screamed.
“This wasn’t what she wanted!” The bars shook as he hit them with what I guessed
were his fists. That had to hurt. “This is what she died to protect you from. How dare
you just roll over and let him do this to—”
My entire body snapped like a rubber band pulled too tight. “Shut—”
The buzzing in my ears roared, drowning out Aiden and everything else. In an
instant, he was there, slipping through my veins like warm, rich honey.
Listen to me. The words were in my thoughts, soothing like balmy summer air.
Listen to me, Alex. Remember what we will do together once we connect. Free the
halfs—and your father.
“Alex,” Aiden snapped.
Good gods, doesn’t he have anything better to do? Seth’s exasperated sigh
shuddered through my body. Close him out. He doesn’t matter. We do.
My fingers tightened in my hair.
“He’s in there now, isn’t he?” Anger deepened Aiden’s voice. The bars shook
again. At the rate he was going, his knuckles were going to be mush. Just like my
brain. “Don’t listen to him, Alex.”
Seth’s laugh was like chips of ice. Is he coming in there? Lay him out, Angel. Then
make a run/or it. No one will be able to stop you.
I pulled my hair until tiny needles stabbed at my scalp.
“Alex, look at me.” The desperate edge in Aiden’s voice reached a part of me I
wasn’t entirely familiar with. My eyes opened and latched onto his. They were silvery,
like moonlight. Beautiful eyes. “Together we can break the bond between you and
Seth.”
Tell him you don’t want to break the bond.
Amazing … and creepy how much my Seth could see and hear when we were
connected. It was like having another person living inside me.
“Alex,” Aiden said. “Even if you make it to him, he’ll drain you just like a daimon
would. Maybe he won’t mean to, but he will.”
My heart tripped up. I’d been warned before—by my mother, months ago. It was
one of the reasons she’d wanted to change me into a daimon. A messed-up reason full
of fail logic, but still…
I’d never do that to you, Alex. All I want is to keep you safe, to make you happy.
Freeing your father is what you want, isn’t it? Together we can do that, but only
together.
“I’m not going to give up,” Aiden said. Blessed silence stretched out for a few
heartbeats. “Do you hear that, Seth? It’s not going to ever happen.”
He’s annoying.
You’re both annoying. Then I said out loud, “There’s nothing to give up on,
Aiden.”
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His eyes narrowed. “There is everything.”
Those words struck me as odd. “Everything” was a ghost of what was and never
could be. Everything had changed the moment I’d connected with my Seth. It was
hard to explain. Months ago, when I’d had trouble sleeping, and the connection
between us had eased my body and mind? Well, this was like that, times a hundred.
There was no me in this. Sort of like there’d been no Seth in this before I’d
Awakened. I understood that now. How much he’d struggled being around me,
fighting to not get sucked into what I had going on. Now there was just us—a single
being existing in two separate bodies. One soul split apart. Solaris and the First—
Sharp pain exploded behind my eyes.
Don’t. His whisper carried in my veins. Don’t think about them.
I frowned.
And then my Seth kept chatting. So did Aiden. But he wasn’t stupid enough to
come into the cell. Even tired and held back by the wards on the walls, I was sure I
could take him. Minutes went by, maybe hours, while the two of them slaughtered my
brain cells.
When it was all over, I sagged against the mattress. One hell of a headache
thumped. Aiden only left because someone—my uncle?—had opened the door from
above, which usually meant something was going on. I rolled onto my side, slowly
stretching out.
Finally, Seth sighed.
I unfurled my fingers. The joints ached. He won’t stay gone for long.
We don’t need forever, Angel. We just need to figure out where you are. And then
we’ll be together.
A faint smile curved my lips up. If I concentrated hard enough, I could feel my
Seth at the end of the buzzing cord that was always present. Sometimes he hid himself
from me, but not now.
My memory pulled together his image. His golden complexion and slightly arched
brows formed in my thoughts. The strong curve of his jaw demanded to be touched,
and the smug grin on his full lips spread. Gods, his face was unearthly beautiful—cold
and hard as the marble statues that used to line the Covenant building.
But there… there were no more statues on Deity Island. There was nothing.
Poseidon had ripped it all apart and pulled it back into the ocean. Buildings, statues,
sand, and people—all of it gone.
I lost the image of my Seth.
Unease formed in the pit of my stomach. Aiden had been right earlier—sort of.
Something about that whole situation bothered me, made me feel helpless, and I
wasn’t helpless.
I was the Apollyon.
Go back to thinking about how good I look. I liked that.
Some things never changed. My Seth’s ego was as big as ever.
But my Seth’s image blossomed before me. His hair was curly around his temples
and the color of spun gold. He reminded me of the paintings of Adonis. But Adonis
wasn’t blond. Through the knowledge of the previous Apollyons, I knew his hair had
been brown.
Where are you? I asked.
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Heading up north, Angel. Are you in the north?
I sighed. I don’t know where I am. There are woods around me. A creek.
Not helpful. There was a pause, and I imagined the feel of his hand on my cheek,
tracing the curve of the bone. I shivered. I miss you, Angel. Those weeks when you
were hidden from me drove me crazy.
I didn’t respond. I hadn’t missed my Seth. While I’d been under the influence of
the Elixir, I hadn’t even known he existed.
Seth chuckled. You do wonders for my self-esteem. You’re supposed to say you
missed me, too.
Rolling onto my back, I tried to work out the kink in my leg. What will it be like
when I transfer my power to you?
There was a pause and I started to get nervous. It won’t hurt, his voice whispered.
It will be like when we touched before, when the runes appeared. You liked that.
I had.
There are a few words spoken, nothing huge, and then I will take your power. I
won’t drain you, Alex. I’d never do that.
And I believed him, so I relaxed. What is the plan, Seth?
You know what the plan is.
He wanted to take out the Olympian Twelve before they found a way to take us
out. Legend said we were only vulnerable to another Apollyon, but neither of us was
secure in that belief. Loopholes and lesser-known myths were something all the
Apollyons had sought to discover. But once the gods were out of the picture, we would
rule. Or Lucian would rule. I didn’t know or care. All I wanted was to be near my
Seth. I was having a mad case of separation anxiety.
No. What’s the plan so we can be together?
Seth’s approval washed over me like I’d just stepped out into the summer sun. I
basked in it, like a good little puppy with a full tummy. Eventually, they will show a
weakness. They always do. Especially St. Delphi. You are his weakness.
I squirmed. I am.
And when you are presented with a chance to escape, take it. Don’t hold back,
Angel. You’re the Apollyon. Once free, they can’t stop you. Trust that. And the moment
you get an idea of where you are, I’ll be there.
I trusted my Seth.
There was that pleasant and heady fog again, invading me. Have you seen Apollo
or any other god recently?
No. Not since I’d come out of the Elixir high, and that was odd. Apollo had been
up my butt from the moment I’d Awakened, but I hadn’t felt or seen him—or any god.
I opened my eyes and stared at the bars. Would Hephaestus need to reinforce the
bars soon? Gods, I hoped so. If they weakened, then so would the wards. Then I could
get out.
Seth said something that caused my toes to curl so I would pay attention to him
again. Where did you go?
I showed him the bars and my thoughts. He was doubtful. Hephaestus’ work rarely
weakened, but I was hopeful… for a hot second. This… this bond wasn’t the real deal.
Even though my Seth was inside me, he really wasn’t here. I was alone—alone in a
cell.
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He’ll never let me out. Aiden will never let me near you. Tears burned my eyes as
an endless gulf of hopelessness ripped open. I’ll never see my father.
Yes, you will. It doesn’t matter what he does. I will get to you. The gods say there
can only be one of us, but they’re wrong. A strange coiling, and then relaxing, filled
me. You’re mine, Alex—always have been and always will be. We were created for
this.
Part of me warmed in response. And part of me, the source of the other voice
whenever Aiden was around, tucked away and hidden from my Seth, recoiled as I
fingered the crystal rose around my neck.
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